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Abstract 
Congestion in cellular networks during peak hours and at hot spots is a major problem being faced today 

almost everywhere especially in metro cities. Even though capacity increase seems to be a natural solution 

to this problem, it is not economically viable due to heavy infrastructure costs involved. As the traffic 

demand is continuously increasing the problem of congestion is going to remain forever and therefore 

needs to be effectively addressed. Proposed scheme tries to address the problem of congestion in cellular 

networks by introducing a new concept of call duration control coupled with dynamic pricing and call-on-

hold principle. Long duration calls in the network is one of the major reasons for congestion in the network. 

We propose to restrict the duration of such calls depending upon traffic conditions. At heavy traffic 

conditions the network restricts the duration of on-going calls up to a specific time beyond which the user 

has to pay at a higher tariff. At the same time a principle of call-on-hold is also implemented so that if a 

newly generated call does not get a traffic channel then it is not blocked but is put on hold in a queue 

hoping to get a channel soon. Our scheme reduces the level of congestion substantially without any 

compromise with system utilization and at the same time it also marginally increases the revenue per unit 

time. 

Keywords: congestion ,call duration control , dynamic pricing , call on hold . 
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1. Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

 

Cellular Network 

 A cellular network is a radio network made up of a number of radio cells (or just cells) each 

served by at least one fixed-location transceiver known as a cell site or base station. These cells cover 

different land areas to provide radio coverage over a wider area than the area of one cell, so that a variable 

number of portable transceivers can be used in any one cell and moved through more than one cell during 

transmission. 

Cellular networks offer a number of advantages over alternative solutions: 

 

1. increased capacity 

2. reduced power usage 

3. larger coverage area 

4. reduced interference from other signals 

An example of a simple non-telephone cellular system is an old taxi driver’s radio system where the taxi 

company has several transmitters based around a city that can communicate directly with each taxi. 

 

 

Figure1.1. Example of cellular network 

To distinguish signals from several different transmitters, frequency division multiple acess (FDMA) and 

code division multiple access (CDMA) were developed. 

With FDMA, the transmitting and receiving frequencies used in each cell are different from the frequencies 

used in each neighboring cell. In a simple taxi system, the taxi driver manually tuned to a frequency of a 

chosen cell to obtain a strong signal and to avoid interference from signals from other cells. The principle 

of CDMA is more complex, but achieves the same result; the distributed transceivers can select one cell 
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and listen to it. Other available methods of multiplexing such as polarization division multiple access 

(PDMA) and time division multiple access (TDMA) cannot be used to separate signals from one cell to the 

next since the effects of both vary with position and this would make signal separation practically 

impossible. Time division multiple access, however, is used in combination with either FDMA or CDMA 

in a number of systems to give multiple channels within the coverage area of a single cell. 

 

Congestion in cellular network 

 

Network Congestion occurs when a link or node is carrying so much data that its quality of service 

deteriorates. Typical effects include queuing delay, packet loss or the blocking of new connections. A 

consequence of these latter two is that incremental increases in offered load lead either only to small 

increase in network throughput, or to an actual reduction in network throughput. 

Network protocols which use aggressive retransmissions to compensate for packet loss tend to keep 

systems in a state of network congestion even after the initial load has been reduced to a level which would 

not normally have induced network congestion. Thus, networks using these protocols can exhibit two stable 

states under the same level of load. The stable state with low throughput is known as congestive collapse. 

Modern networks use congestion control and network congestion avoidance techniques to try to avoid 

congestion collapse. These include: exponential back off in protocols such as 802.11's CSMA/CA and the 

original Ethernet, window reduction in TCP, and fair queuing in devices such as routers. Another method to 

avoid the negative effects of network congestion is implementing priority schemes, so that some packets 

are transmitted with higher priority than others. Priority schemes do not solve network congestion by 

themselves, but they help to alleviate the effects of congestion for some services.  

 

Real Life example of congestion:- 

 

Figure1.2. Real Life example of Congestion 

 

1.1 Aim and Objectives 
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Proposed scheme shows a substantial reduction in call blocking probability without comprising with the 

system utilization. In fact there is a marginal rise in the revenue generated per unit time as compared with 

existing method. Thus it takes into consideration the service provider's viewpoint as well. This is a very 

important feature of the proposed scheme making it commercially viable for implementation. Average 

delay in establishment of a call is also within a tolerable range and always user will prefer a scheme having 

a delayed connection than a total rejection. Even though some users may not like the concept of call 

termination by the network, users at large will prefer this scheme once they find that there is a substantial 

reduction in call blocking probability. 

 Thus in this thesis we have presented a new comprehensive call management strategy, which tries to 

distribute the available resources in a more equitable manner ensuring fair treatment to all the users. At the 

same time the scheme is also flexible and allows a user to utilize the resources without any limit by paying 

at a higher tariff. Selection of a particular case of the proposed scheme is to be decided by the service 

provider. The cellular traffic is continuously increasing and despite corresponding expansion of the 

infrastructure to increase the capacity, some such situations are always bound to occur when the traffic 

demand temporarily increases than the capacity of the system. In such situations there will be a need of an 

effective strategy to deal with this situation and Proposed scheme provides an effective solution, which can 

be easily implemented with the existing setup. 

 

1.1.1 Objectives 

i. Reducing Communication Barrier 

 There exists a certain communication barrier owing to the hierarchy of the system. With Proposed 

system the communication barrier will be low as possible. 

ii. Congestion Control 

 Our main objective is to control the congestion in the network more than the existing system. 

iii. Number of call drops 

 Our other objective is to reduce the call drops so that the subscriber can talk for long times. 

iv. System Utilization 

 Our system is not only beneficial for subscriber but also beneficial for network operator 

companies 

v. Revenue Generation 

 With Proposed system the revenue generated is far better than the existing system. This is also 

beneficial for the network operator companies.  

 

2. Proposed System 

We are introducing a new algorithm Dynamic pricing. In this we have tried to control the congestion in the 

network. It is very clear that the problem of congestion can be solved with two approaches. One of the 

natural solutions appears to be an increase in the network capacity with more base stations, but it requires 

huge infrastructure investment and is not immediately possible everywhere. This solution is also not 
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economically viable because the capacity of the system is not then fully utilized at times other than peak 

hours. It is therefore very obvious to work for another solution. 

 

               In current wireless networks users are charged with fixed rate or based on the time of the day. The 

major advantage of these schemes is that the billing and accounting processes are simple. However, the 

price is independent of the current state of the network. Such systems cannot provide enough incentives for 

users to avoid congestion, and furthermore cannot react effectively to the dynamic and sometimes 

unpredictable variation of the network usage and conditions. Our project proposes a new scheme which 

integrates the congestion pricing with call admission control to address this problem. 
 

2.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

2.1.1 Mobile Nodes 
 
The mobile nodes here are nothing but the mobile phones. These are connected to the BTS/cell tower that 

provides service to a particular region. These nodes are serviced by the BTS under whose region they fall. 

Special support is required to maintain connections for a mobile node as it moves from one cell region to 

another. 

 

2.1.2 BTS (Base Transceiver Station) 
 
A Base Transceiver Station (BTS) is a piece of equipment that facilitates wireless communication between 

user equipment (UE) and a network. In our case the UE is the mobile phone. The BTS is usually associated 

with technologies like GSM & CDMA. For our model we apply the dynamic pricing integration technique 

to software within the BTS. 

 

2.1.3 Implementation Scheme 

 
This block basically refers to the Dynamic pricing technique which we mentioned in the methodology 

section. We apply this technique to the Call Admission Control (CAC) unit of the BTS. 

 

 

33..  MMeetthhooddoollooggyy  
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The system is composed of two functional blocks: Pricing block and CAC block. Here we use a guard 

channel scheme at the CAC block. The pricing block works as follows: when the traffic load is less than the 

optimal value,   normal price is charged to each user. The normal price is the price that is 

acceptable to every user. When the traffic load increases beyond the optimal value, dynamic peak hour 

price will be charged to users who want to place their calls at this time. It should be noted here that 

according to our scheme the decision about the peak hour fee is based on the network conditions. This 

means that the price is continuously and dynamically adjusted according to the changes in the system 

condition as the system evolves. During the period that dynamic peak hour price is charged to users, if 

some users are not willing to accept the extra charge, they will choose not to place their calls at this time. 

These users can make their calls later when the network conditions change and the price decreases. This 

generates another traffic stream to the pricing block-the retry traffic, whose arrival rate is denoted by , 

in Figure below. 

 
Figure 3.1 Implementation Model 

 

3.1 Call Admission Control Block (CAC) 

 
 This block takes as input the new call arrival rate λn and checks if λn<= λn

*
.If yes then the normal 

price is charged to the users which is set by the normal pricing block , else the users are charged with the 

dynamic price generated by the dynamic pricing block. 

The other CAC block simply takes the effective number of users who agree to the pricing scheme i.e. λin. 

 

3.2 Normal Pricing Block 

 
 This takes as input the call arrival rate λn which is less then λn

*
 at the normal price provided when 

the network is under normal condition. 

 

3.3 Dynamic Pricing Block 
 
 This block generates the dynamic peak hour price to be charged to the user when the load 

increases above the threshold value of λn
*
. It should be noted that the decision about the peak hour fee is 

based on the network condition 

 

3.4 Hold Block 
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 This block takes as input those users who do not agree to the peak hour price charged by the 

dynamic pricing block. These users then wait for a certain amount of time and when the load decreases they 

try connecting again to through the system. 

 

For better understanding consider the following figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

           

                                    

                                                          

                                                                                                         p(t) 

                                                

 

 

 

 

                                                                                Figure 3.2 Flow Diagram 

 =   New call arrival rate                         H (t) = Transfer function for pricing block 

 = The retry Traffic arrival rate  D= Dynamic Pricing Function 

 = Optimal Traffic load    + Maximum efficiency  

  ==  WWhheenn  ccoonnggeessttiioonn  ooccccuurrss  

  

  

4. Results 

4.1 Results & Discussion 

However, the system has its own limitations. The entire idea of our thesis was born when the discrepancies 

of the existing system started creeping in. Due to congestion in the network, our classmates started 

changing their phone numbers at an astonishing pace. In order to make a call they had to wait for a long 

time due to congestion in a cell. This would unfortunately result in a lot of people not able to connect and 

talk to other person on phone. 

Also we wanted to highlight some of the key features of network operator companies like Revenue 

Generation, Number of Call Drops, System Utilization, Blocking Probability. Our goal is not only to reduce 

the call blocking probability but also to improve above factors. 
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Also the existing System does not help the network operator companies to generate more revenue and also 

the System utilization is less. Whereas, Proposed system overcomes all these drawbacks. 

On comparing with the existing system these are key features on which Proposed system is better than the 

existing system.We have compared snapshots from both current scheme and proposed scheme. We have 

acquired graphs for different number of users for different time intervals. For example we have analysed 

results for 600 users for time interval of 60 seconds in current scheme with 600 users for time interval of 60 

seconds in proposed scheme. Thus we have acquired resulting graphs for 600, 900 and 1200 users for time 

interval of 60, 90 and 120 seconds for both current and proposed schemes 

 

4.2 Results in Tabular Form 

System Utilization 

Table 1. System Utilization 

CALL ARRIVAL 

RATE 

60 SECS 120 SECS 180 SECS 

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed Existing Proposed 

600 60.69 75.33 77.28 74.66 78.61 73.16 

900 96.50 89.44 94.73 96.51 95.86 94.98 

1200 97.66 105.16 97.50 102.84 97.50 104.97 

 

Call Drops 

Table 2. Call Drops 

CALL ARRIVAL 

RATE 

60 SECS 120 SECS 180 SECS 

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed Existing Proposed 

600 72 3 111 12 236 15 

900 260 9 543 18 711 33 

1200 372 22 767 31 1114 38 

 

 

Revenue Generated 

Table 3. Revenue Generated 

CALL ARRIVAL 

RATE 

60 SECS 120 SECS 180 SECS 

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed Existing Proposed 

600 355.78 1116.44 681.47 1106.56 1039.86 1084.33 

900 503.16 1645.02 987.64 1775.08 1499.40 1746.96 

1200 601.53 2398.28 1360.80 2344.98 2041.20 2393.43 

 

 

Blocking Probability 

Table 6. Blocking Probability 

CALL ARRIVAL 

RATE 

60 SECS 120 SECS 180 SECS 

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed Existing Proposed 

600 0.1421 0.012 0.1822 0.013 0.1551 0.013 

900 14.5028 0.115 15.4321 0.117 15.7641 0.103 

1200 34.5955 0.831 37.7265 0.905 38.0053 1.269 

5. Conclusion 

                   We have proposed a new system in order to overcome the drawbacks of the existing system 

for congestion control. Proposed system mainly aims at call drops, call blocking probability, system 
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utilization and revenue generation. We have tried to be much better than the existing system in call 

blocking probability. We believe that we have overcome in almost all the drawbacks that seen in the 

existing system. We have better revenue generation and better system utilization as well. 

When you enable better communications, idea pass more easily to one another. When this happens more 

communication and more business deals, contracts between people take place. Due to communication ideas 

flow more freely. Organisations are more agile. Agility is a great asset to any organisation and can see it 

through bad times. 
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